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The BCHR Network is pleased to present the BCHR Update 
Newsletter, which provides a host of insights into the work of the 
network and its members. The main purpose of this newsletter 
is to a) share information about the work of the network and its 
members to a wider audience, and b) to strengthen co-operation 
and co-ordination between the network members themselves 
and with other interested parties.    

• Click  here  to learn more about the BCHR Network

• Click  here  for a complete list of the BCHR Network members

The BCHR Network

http://www.networkbchr.org/
http://www.networkbchr.org/#!join-the-network/c24vq
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Network Announcements

ICIP is announcing it will cease its current role as technical secretariat of December 
2019, in order to become a regular network member. 

Since its creation ICIP has been acting as technical secretariat of the network, essentially 
linked to organizing a yearly event and producing the network’s newsletter and other 
networking activities.  ICIP is happy to promote this year’s November event by supporting 
its organization, which is most likely the appropriate moment to formalize the handover to 
another institution. 

We therefore request any Network member interested in taking the lead of the Network 
to send an application to maria.prandi@networkbchr.org.

Deadline: 31st July 2019.

mailto:maria.prandi%40networkbchr.org?subject=
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A. EVENTS, WORKSHOPS, AND COURSES

• Research Workshop on Business and Human Rights
Date: 23rd-24th November  / Place: Geneva
This interdisciplinary workshop aims to bring together scholars from diverse backgrounds (e.g., international 
business, legal, management, organization, philosophy, and political science) to share their current research 
on Business and Human Rights (BHR).
The annual UN Forum on Business and Human Rights gathers BHR scholars from around the world, representing 
a diversity of academic approaches to BHR. Tapping into the presence of BHR scholars to present research 
and provide feedback on papers and draft journal manuscripts, the workshop will contribute to the ongoing 
evolution of a global academic interdisciplinary conversation on BHR and the development of BHR knowledge. 
It also offers a unique opportunity for scholars to engage across disciplines and receive responses to their 
research.

Learn more

Other announcements

B. NEW LIBRARY RESOURCES

• Book Interview: The Business of Human Rights by Alex 
Newton

Date: May 24, 2019
Interview to Alex Newton regarding her recently published book entitled “The 
Business of Human Rights, Best Practice and the UN Guiding Principles”
The book tracks some of the major global developments in business and human 
rights, including the emergence of foreign, transnational, and international law 
and the proliferation of multi-stakeholder initiatives on business and human 
rights. Case studies from a range of sectors and industries – such as extractives, 
apparel, fast-moving consumer goods, electronics, and banking and finance – illustrate the enormous risks 
and opportunities human rights pose for business in practice.

Why did you write the book?
In my work as a consultant on responsible business, I’ve encountered many people who are unfamiliar 
with the field of business and human rights. I noticed that some corporate executives (working outside the 

https://tinyurl.com/y3sqsvlw
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sustainability/corporate responsibility space) find the concept that business has a responsibility to respect 
human rights challenging and sometimes confronting. In some cases, executives question the relevance of 
human rights to business, instead viewing the protection of human rights as a matter solely for government. 
Others are aware of the UN Guiding Principles in general, but don’t know where to start to implement them. 
For these groups – and for students, academics, government officials and the public more broadly – I wanted 
to set out the essentials of this expansive and rapidly evolving area.

What are the gaps that the book is filling?
While there are many outstanding academic and specialist resources in the business and human rights field, 
I thought there was a real need for a “101-style” guide that would give a comprehensive overview and help 
people to get across the key issues swiftly.  

The book shows some key examples of the impacts of companies on human rights such as the ones 
related to Facebook. Could you please, raise some examples for us and stress their relevance for the 
business and human rights field?
I included case studies in the book from four quite different industries to illustrate the ubiquitous nature of 
business’ potential adverse impacts on human rights, no matter what industry’s involved. I also think it’s 
interesting to compare and contrast the kinds of human rights impacts that are occurring in different sectors 
and how they’re being addressed. Where progress is being made in one area, it’s a good chance to learn from 
this and apply it to another context.
One specific example: in recent years the banking and finance sector has been trying to grapple with its 
implications for human rights globally. The Thun Group of Banks’ second discussion paper in 2017 (which, as 
I discuss in the book, seeks to limit the scope of banks’ responsibility for adverse impacts on human rights) 
caused such global consternation, including from John Ruggie, the UN Working Group, BankTrack and others, 
such that I expect the banks will be re-thinking their approach to these issues.

You dedicated one chapter of the book to analyzing the links between CSR and the UNGP. How would 
you summarize this connection or disconnection?
John Ruggie, in his book Just Business, clearly articulates the dynamic between CSR (or creating shared 
value (CSV)) and the UNGPs. Unlike CSR or CSV which are more focused on business opportunity, the UNGPs 
instead focus on business risk. It’s curious to me that there have not been more connections made between 
CSV and the UNGPs, particularly given that both emerged at the same time. Ultimately, I think the divergence 
comes down to differences in focus, rationale, and to the perception that many people have that human 
rights are incompatible with business opportunity.

You also analyze two areas of particular challenge: modern slavery and sexual harassment and 
discrimination. How would you like the modern slavery initiatives to evolve in the future?
It is excellent to see modern slavery legislation being introduced in various jurisdictions around the world: 
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in the UK, California in the US, and most recently in Australia. This is most welcome and has provided a 
compelling impetus for many corporate executives to scrutinize their supply chains more closely for signs 
of modern slavery. However, to be effective in the long-term, I would like to see stronger mechanisms put 
in place. For example: it’s critical that penalties be imposed on corporations found to have breached the 
legislation. Independent oversight of the reporting process is also crucial for accountability, transparency 
and enforcement; for example: via an independent anti-slavery commissioner.   

In your opinion which is he most innovative multi-stakeholder initiative at the moment?
In the area of business and human rights, I would definitely say the UNGPs have been the most innovative. 
While there is much work still to be done, the UNGPs have precipitated an extraordinary level of consensus 
globally on business and human rights — among companies, States, NGOs and civil society more broadly.

• The Human Rights and Business Toolkit

The Human Rights and Business Unit within the Syrian Legal Development Programme is delighted to share with 
you “The Human Rights and Business Toolkit” designed with the support of the Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands, The European Union and Impunity Watch.
The toolkit will be a crucial tool for human rights defenders working on Syria to identify, document, engage and 
advocate on human rights issues linked to business activity in this country, and to hold perpetrators of business-
related human rights abuses to account. 
Kindly find the toolkit in the link below for your reference in both English and Arabic.
https://www.hrbu.syrianldp.com/toolkit-en
https://www.hrbu.syrianldp.com/toolkit-ar

• New Report Exposes Mining Companies Suing Latin American Countries 
Where Communities Defend Land and Environment
Published: 02 May 2019 / Source: Washington 
A new report by MiningWatch Canada, the Institute for Policy Studies, and the Center for International Environmental 
Law, “Extraction Casino: Mining companies gambling with Latin American lives and sovereignty” exposes how 
transnational mining companies file multi-million dollar suits against Latin American countries to challenge key 
laws and decisions protecting indigenous peoples’ rights, the environment, and community health. The companies 
examined used arbitration particularly where communities are engaged in struggles against the harmful extraction 
industry.

Learn more

https://www.hrbu.syrianldp.com/toolkit-en
https://www.hrbu.syrianldp.com/toolkit-ar 
https://www.ciel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/ISDS-Report_final.pdf
https://tinyurl.com/yxordsrz
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International News  
BCHR Newsletter N 43 May 2019

• Press statement MOSOP uncovers sealed plot to forcefully enter Ogoni 
to resume oil drilling
Author: Sunny Zorvah, Point Blank News / Published on: 08 May 2019
The attention of the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People, MOSOP, has been drawn to concerted 
plan by the Nigerian Government to commence oil drilling activities in Ogoniland, using security 
agencies and other criminally minded non-state actors   to shield operations of the oil company.

Learn more

• Nigeria: ILO initiates national work plan to eliminate child labour in 
mining and cocoa supply chains
Author: Alex Enumah; ThisDay / Published on: 06 May 2019
Nigeria, the International Labour Organization (ILO) and other developmental agencies are set to 
develop national work plans to eliminate child labour  in the country.
Stakeholders, including Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs), Civil Society Organizations 
(CSOs), labour congress and unions in the mining, cocoa and gold supply chain, at a two-day workshop 
in Abuja, called for synergy and determination on the part of all in ending the menace of child labour 
and trafficking in Nigeria and Africa by the year 2025.

Learn more

• Turkey: Nestle & Ferrero face allegations of labour rights abuses of Syrian 
refugee hazelnut farmers
Author: New York Times / Published on: 29 April 2019
On the 28th of April 2019, the New York Times published a report by David Segal investigating the working 
conditions of Syrian refugees who perform backbreaking labor 
on the farms that produce 70 percent of the world’s hazelnuts 
for confectionery companies like Nestle, Godiva, and Ferrero. 
The investigation highlights several human rights concerns for 
refugees, displaced by the Syrian war in the 600,000 hazelnut 
farms scattered throughout Turkey. 
The article illustrates that workers have little legal recourse 
or protections. As such, Turkey’s Labor Code does not apply 
to agricultural businesses with fewer than 50 employees, so 
much of the policing of this crop falls to confectionery companies.” 

Learn more

https://tinyurl.com/y2gsryvw
 https://tinyurl.com/y38jypkt
https://tinyurl.com/y5eppfto
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• In Myanmar, conflicts over land and natural resources block the peace 
process
Author: Kevin M. Woods, East-West Center / Published on: 08 May 2019
Myanmar’s natural resources are intertwined with a long history of armed conflict. The country’s teak forests 
first enticed the British during the colonial period. Then, leading up to and after independence in 1948, 
the political exclusion of certain ethnic groups led to the spread of ethno-nationalist insurgencies in the 
country’s resource-rich frontiers.
Over the years, both government and rebel groups have directly or indirectly financed their insurgent (or 
counterinsurgent) activities and enriched their leaders through revenue generated from the control of land 
and the sale of natural resources. These resources include jade, timber, opium poppies, and—more recently—
rubber and other agricultural products.

Learn more

• Judge orders cancellation of 111 mining concessions in northern Amazonas
Author: Elizabeth Prado, La República / Published on: 18 May 2019
Judge Iván Cabrera, of Tenth Constitutional Court of the Superior Court of Lima, decided to declare the 
application for amparo based on violation of the right to consultation lodged by the apu of the Organization 
of Border Communities of Cenepa, Zebelio Kayap, against Ingmmet and the Ministry of Energy and Mines.
It also ordered the nullity of the administrative resolutions granting 111 mining concessions in the Cordillera 
del Cóndor, as well as two directorial resolutions of the years 2009 and 2001 that approve an Environmental 
Impact Study (EIA) and an Environmental Impact Statement (DAY), resolutions that were issued without 
complying with the prior consultation. 

Learn more

https://tinyurl.com/y4gj9gw9
 https://tinyurl.com/y6bruj84
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Author: FARN / Published on: 06 May 2019
Jujuy: lithium extraction wipes out local communities rights
Consultation with the communities prior to the start of any project, which must always be free and informed, 
did not comply with international standards or domestic legislation. The communities of Jujuy did not have 
access to «independent» information but only to the point of view of the companies, which provided them 
with technical data that in many cases they could not fully understand.
Although the provincial government should have led all stages of the consultation process, it was absent 
more than once. Without competent authorities present in order to fulfill a role that implies a non-transferable 
responsibility for the State, the involvement of an impartial third party wasn’t accomplished in many of the 
meetings and / or exchanges between the communities and the companies. 

Lear more

Author: Joseph Wilde-Ramsing, Centre for Research on Multinational Corporations (SOMO) and OECD Watch, 
and Manon Wolfkamp, MVO Platform
Going Dutch: Four things you should know about the Netherlands’ new law to eliminate 
child labour
A historic step was taken in the Netherlands last month when the Dutch Senate voted to adopt the Child 
Labor Due Diligence Law. When the law enters into force, all companies selling products on the Dutch 
market will be required to show that they are addressing the issue of child labour in their global supply 
chains. This law is an important step towards the adoption of mandatory due diligence legislation in the 
Netherlands and Europe, which we feel is absolutely necessary in addressing business-related human 
rights and environmental impacts. 

Lear more

Blogs and Opinions    

https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
https://tinyurl.com/y2sk6e3w
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The Network brings together researchers, practitioners and NGO members from various fields with the 
aim of researching and analysing the role of business in conflict situations reducing the human and 
people’s rights violations and any other negative social and environmental impact as well as other adverse 
consequences. It also looks at the potential role of companies in relation to peace building. 

The Network reflects upon the causes, dynamics and consequences of business involvement in armed 
conflicts and systematic state repression, as well as upon existing or potential responses to such 
involvements in light of the responsibilities of all concerned actors and ongoing international and local 
efforts to develop and apply appropriate initiatives and guidelines. 

Visit: http://www.networkbchr.org/

About our Network
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Sharing and posting materials
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We very much welcome your comments and suggestions for how the BCHR newsletter can better 
serve the network’s needs and interests as well as those of its members. We kindly invite you to 
share this newsletter with academics, NGO and practitioners that might be interested in its content.

If you are interested in contributing to future editions of the newsletter, please do not hesitate to 
contact us at maria.prandi@networkbchr.org. 


